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Illinois state science fair 2020

The annual IJAS Region 8 Science Fair at Southern Illinois University Carbondale will be held on Tuesday, March 3, 2020 at the SIUC Student Center Ballrooms. This year, about 400 students in grades 7-12 from the southern tip of Illinois will compete. The judging takes place from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the SIUC
Ballrooms. All projects are open from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. The prizes will be presented at 5.30 pm in Neckers 240. Please note that the room changes for the award ceremony. There are nineteen different project categories, from Aerospace to Behavioral Science to Health Science to Zoology. More than 150 faculty and grad
students volunteer as judges from the Colleges of Education, Engineering, Liberal Arts, Science, and School of Medicine. About 60 projects will go to compete in the state competition at Millikin University on May 1-2, 2020. Many departments and units on campus sponsor student and school awards. Several thousand
dollars in prize money is available for participating students and schools. Only schools registered with IJAS are allowed to participate. The membership fee is $75.00 if posted before December 31, 2019. Membership fee after December 31, 2019 is $100.00 (accepted by the state IJAS only with region okay). CTE Perkins
V Funds for Your Science Olympiad TeamDid? Illinois is the first state in the nation to approve Science Olympiad as a Career and Technical Student Organization (CTSO), joining the ranks of other well-known skill development organizations, and making some team fees eligible for Perkins V federal funding. Perkins V
provides funding to high schools, high schools and community colleges that have established Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs. Contact Katrina Pavlik for more information: kpavlik@soinc.org. {1/10/20 17:30} The Science Fair will be held as scheduled tomorrow, Saturday, January 11, NIRSF's Bad
Weather Policy: The Science Fair will be held regardless of the weather because it would not be possible to rearrange. However, we know that families need to make safe travel decisions and understand whether a student can't attend because of bad weather. If an hour delay would allow road conditions to improve, this
could be an option and would be announced on the website and via email by midnight the night before the event. If your child cannot be present, please let us know via email due to the bad weather We appreciate your patience and prayers as we try to weather the storm, ha ha! A woman walks past a pro Fair Tax yard
sign near a polling place on Election Day, Tuesday, November 3, ... [+] 2020, in Chicago. Voters have rejected the Fair Tax proposal to abolish Illinois' flat-rate income tax for one that would have a larger would take from wealthier taxpayers. The outcome of Tuesday, November 3, vote handed Illinois Gov. Pritzker the
first major defeat of his 22-month tenure. (AP Photo/Charles Rex Arbogast) ASSOCIATED PRESS The result was stunning: despite from ads telling voters that a yes vote would ensure that the wealthiest 3% of Illinoisans would pay their fair share and the rest of the state would see a tax cut, voters rejected the 'Fair Tax'
amendment to the state constitution, which would have struck down the Constitution's requirement that the state's income taxes be levied as a fixed percentage of income across all income levels. With 98% of the votes counted, the Chicago Tribune this morning reported that no votes exceeded yes votes by a margin of
55% to 45%. (Fortunately, this margin also made it debatable the provision that an amendment must receive either 60% of the votes among the votes on the item or 50% vote yes among all voters who cast a ballot at all, because explaining this requirement is a headache in itself.) What were the arguments that prevailed
against such a powerful headwind as the promises of free money? Opponents such as the Illinois Policy Institute warned voters that passing this amendment could lead to the elimination of the retirement income exemption (pensions, 401 (k)s, etc.), armed with the comment of Illinois State Treasurer Michael Frerichs in
June that a graduate income tax would make it politically easier to start taxing retirees. (Of course, Governor Pritzker and other advocates rejected this and claimed instead that rejecting the amendment would make a tax on retirement income more likely, because the state should find other revenue sources.) Austin
Berg, vice president at the Illinois Policy Institute, made another pitch against the amendment (for example, here at the Chicago Tribune and on several web forums): it would allow the legislature to raise tax rates more easily by dividing taxpayers, and raising taxes on a tax bracket at a time, ultimately increasing the tax
burden on everyone , but without the political pushback of an all-at-once hike. It's a compelling argument, but I doubt it won the day. Instead, I suspect that the ultimate reason for voters' rejection of an amendment that promised a free lunch is that years and years of fiscal mismanagement, without real reform, meant that
the proponents of the tax had no credibility with the electorate. The Chicago Tribune repeatedly reminded its readers of the state's failed promises and indifference to reform - everything from failures to reform pensions, to failures to reform real estate taxes, rejection of redistricting reform, rejection of local government
consolidation. In a mid-September editorial, the Tribune listed an abandoned pledge after the following made by Illinois' elected officials, of the promise that would be removed from Illinois' toll roads, to numerous promises that just one more tax hike would fix the state's finances, over and over again. And, of course,
regular readers will remember that last week, I learned that Pritzker's promise to boost state pension funding through asset transfers, similarly quietly failed. And yes, time and time again I say that. That. funding is not only an isolated problem away from the rest of the state government, but that you don't build a well-
funded state, and gain the trust of the residents of the state in the process without proper pension funding. And the refusal to reform pensions, which regards future pension building as sacrosanct, even if other state needs are overwhelmed by the spending needed, is not lost on voters either. What is Illinois' path
forward? Does it even have a path to fill the budget gap hoped to fill with the following tax rates? In a series of tweets this afternoon, Pritzker claimed that the only remaining options are to immediately cut billions of dollars in cuts or a higher flat tax, which falls disproportionately on working and middle-class families. He
then blamed the millionaires and billionaires for opposing it and accused them of deceiving the public about his purpose. Republicans, he claims, swore their allegiance to the wealthiest interests in the state and threw middle-class families under the bus. To be sure, there was an element of Billionaire v. Billionaire
campaigned for and against the amendment (see Battle Of The Billionaires In Illinois: The Governor, A Hedge Fund Tycoon, $112 Million And The Income Tax Initiative That Voters Rejected), but there was no talk of hoodwinking nor deception going on. And with respect to the GOP, the reality is that the Republican
Party in Illinois is in disarray: the state chose Biden, 55% - 43%; Democratic Senator Dick Durbin won his race by an 11-point margin over his Republican challenger; Democrats have 12 of the 18 House seats; and Democrats hold supergreats in both the state house and the Senate. It is clear that there was a
considerable crossover among those who voted against the amendment. And, what's more, at the same time, arizona's purple state has a new tax rate that would have more or less aligned with what Illinois proposed. It's probably no coincidence that Arizona also made the news two years ago, when voters approved
retirement reform of the kind that Illinois' elected officials tell us is completely off the table, unacceptable, not deserving of any attention despite the state's financial woes. It's the difference between a state where voters trust politicians, and one where they don't. The bottom line is that the amendment was a vote of no
confidence against Pritzker and all illinois elected officials. Pritzker's easy debt from Republicans and millionaires and billionaires, rather than acknowledging that Illinoisans made the only rational choice in a state with such a legacy of mismanagement and without any willingness to reform, certainly indicates that the state



has a long way to go. As always, you are invited to comment on JaneTheActuary.com! Millikin University will host the Illinois Junior Academy of Science (IJAS) Region 4 Exposition on March 28, 2020. The exhibition will be held at the Millikin University campus on the Leighty-Tabor Leighty-Tabor Center (LTSC)Download
2020 IJAS Schedule. The Illinois Junior Academy of Science State Exposition is the largest high school and high school research competition in Illinois. More than 1,200 students from schools in Illinois will exhibit research and design studies. They will compete for scholarships, best in category awards and other special
prizes. Download 2020 IJAS Schedule Students begin their research and design projects supported locally by their schools, teachers and parents. Students continue to their regional exhibitions, which select the top students to proceed to the state exhibition. Student presentations include the following topics: Astronomy
and Astrophysics Biochemistry Cellular and Molecular Biology Consumer and Behavioral Science Engineering In addition, the IJAS State Exposition will include an essay and artistic design competition. Questions? Contact the IJAS Region 4 Coordinators Project session chair, Dr. Iffat Ali, 217-234-5291 Paper session
chair, Judy Bennett, 217-234-5064 Millikin Event Coordinator, Dr. Daniel Miller. (217) 424-6215 damiller@millikin.edu damiller@millikin.edu
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